HOME RANGE APPRECIATION SERIES PROGRAM

The CMP is pleased to announce a special series of matches for Summer 2020. These matches are focused on promoting match participation at the local level, and cover a wide range of shooting disciplines, including highpower rifle, pistol, games events, air rifle and smallbore. What makes these matches unique is that the scores from all the matches will be compiled together, and all participants will receive a commemorative t-shirt and coin. In addition, sponsors will be providing awards such as gift certificates, memorabilia and ammunition.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Each local match will be sanctioned by a CMP Affiliated club. All matches MUST be fired by September 8 and results received by September 14. Late results will not be accepted. All results will be final on October 1. Individuals may register by contacting the match contact. A list of matches will be posted on the CMP Webpage at: https://thecmp.org/competitions/home-range-appreciation-series/, and will be updated as matches are added. Participants may fire in more than one event of the same discipline, but only the scores of the first event will be recorded, with the exception of the White Oak 1600 Aggregate which is two 800 Aggregate matches. This event maybe fired at different locations for competitors to complete their two 800 Aggregate matches.

SAFETY

The CMP would like to remind clubs to follow all state and local health guidelines and safe range practices. We also recommend each club follow guidelines to keep their facilities safe, such as: following state and local laws and adherence to health advisories, limiting/spacing the number of participants who congregate for safety briefings, spacing out firing points, leaving empty firing points between shooters, ensuring participants wear masks, covering their nose and mouth, washing hands frequently and/or providing disinfectant wipes and continuously cleaning common surfaces such as shooting benches & equipment.

EVENTS

High Power Rifle
- White Oak 1600 Aggregate
- 200 Yard Reduced Course 800 AGG

CMP Games
- Garand/Springfield/Vintage/Modern Military Match – 30 Shot
- Rimfire Sporter

Pistol
- CMP Pistol 2700

Smallbore Rifle
- 3x20 50 Meters/Yards
- 3x20 50 Feet
- Prone 3200 Aggregate
Air Rifle
- 3x20
- 60 Shots Standing

**SANCTION YOUR MATCH**

A CMP Affiliated Club in good standings must sanction these events via a special Home Range Appreciation Series Application. Clubs may sanction multiple events. Sanctioning fees are $10.00 per event. The match application, match program, and sanctioning fees must be submitted in order for the match to be approved. At the completion of the match, a fee of $5.00 per competitor for each event is due to CMP. Note: Each time the Garand/Springfield/Vintage/Modern Military Match is fired $5 should be collected. If a club has already sanctioned a match during this time they may contact the CMP at Competitions@TheCMP.org or 419-635-2141 ext. 714 or 731 to request their match is included in the CMP Home Range Appreciation Series.

CMP will supply the club with special designated scorecards, match report forms and return envelope (for HP Rifle, Pistol, GSMM and Rimfire Sporter Matches only). Air Rifle and Smallbore matches will have detailed instructions on submitting scores emailed to the match contact after the match is approved.

**AWARDS**

All scores from this competition will be entered on the CMP Club and Competition Tracker at https://ct.thecmp.org/homerangeResults. All competitors firing in the event will receive one special T-Shirt and one commemorative coin to be mailed out after the series is complete.

Overall Winner, High Junior, High Women, High Senior and High Grand Senior certificates will be awarded for the GSMM Matches. There will also be awards for the 800 Aggregate matches, Rimfire Sporter Match, CMP Pistol 2700 and Smallbore.

Three-Position air rifle will award certificates to first, second and third in sporter and precision classes.

For junior air rifle competitors, this is a unique opportunity to earn EIC points towards their Junior Distinguished badge. The top 25% of all non-distinguished 3x20 junior shooters will receive between 6 to 10 points towards their distinguished badges.

Match sponsors will also be donating items to be awarded to the top competitors. Prizes will be allocated by CMP at the conclusion of the match series.

The top 4 competitors in the White Oak 1600 Aggregate (firing in two separate 800 Aggregate Matches) we be recognized as the White Oak 2020 Civilian Team will be invited to the Talladega 600 by White Oak to compete as individuals and as an overall team. Those placing 5th & 6th overall will be alternates in case any of the top four cannot attend. Travel and housing to the Talladega 600 will be provided by White Oak and CMP will waive highpower match fees for the 4 Man team match, Dixie Double, Congressional 30 and Rifle EIC matches.
RULEBOOKS

All matches must follow the current rules for the respective discipline. Links to the current Rulebooks are found below.

2020 Highpower Rifle Competition Rules
2020 CMP Smallbore Rifle Competition Rules
2020 Pistol Competition Rules
2020 CMP Games Rifle and Pistol Competition Rules
2018 – 2020 National Standard 3PAR Rules

COURSES OF FIRE

White Oak 1600 Aggregate
Competitors must compete in TWO CMP 800 Aggregate Matches at any location available. Their scores from both matches will be combined. This match can be shot as an individual match or as a team match.
This match will be shot on an across the course range.
It will consist of:
200 yards- 2 sighting shots & 20 rounds Slow fire Standing
200 yards- 2 sighting shots & 20 rounds rapid fire sitting (stay in position)
300 yards- 2 sighting shots & 20 rounds rapid fire prone (stay in position)
600 yards- 2 sighting shots & 20 rounds slow fire

200 Yard Reduced Course 800 Aggregate
This match will be shot on a 200 yard range.
It will consist of:
20 rounds Slow fire Standing
20 rounds rapid fire sitting (stay in position)
20 rounds rapid fire prone- shot on the 300yd reduced to 200yd target (stay in position)
20 rounds slow fire prone- shot on the 600yd reduced to 200yd target
They may have sighters for each stage

Competitors may not average scores or override one score for another.

Garand/Springfield/Vintage/Modern Military Match – 30 Shot Match only
This match will be shot on a 200 yard range
It will consist of:
10 rounds 200 yards prone slow fire
10 rounds 200 yards rapid fire prone from standing
10 rounds 200 yards slow fire standing

All competitors may fire a Garand, a Springfield, a Vintage Military and a Modern Military Rifle each once. There will be NO RE-ENTRY. There will be NO Unlimited Garand and NO Unlimited Modern Military. Competitors may not average scores or override one score for another.
**Rimfire Sporter Match**
This match will be shot at 50 and 25 yards
It will consist of:
10 rounds 50 yards slow fire prone
10 rounds 50 yards rapid fire prone
10 rounds 50 yards slow fire sitting or kneeling
10 rounds 50 yards rapid fire sitting or kneeling
10 rounds 25 yards slow fire standing
10 rounds 25 yards rapid fire standing

All competitors will be entered into this match once with an O-Class, a T-Class or a TU Class. They may fire in each class at least once but may not fire in the same class more than once. There will be NO RE-ENTRY. Competitors may not average scores or override one score for another.

**CMP Pistol 2700**
This match will consist of:
50 yards- Slow Fire 10 Shots
50 yards- Slow Fire 10 Shots
50 yards- Slow Fire 10 Shots
25 yards- Timed Fire 2-5 shot series
25 yards- Rapid Fire 2-5 shot series
25 yards- Timed Fire 4-5 shot series
25 yards- Rapid Fire 4-5 shot series

This course will be shot with a .22 Rimfire Pistol, then the same course with a Centerfire Pistol, and lastly that same course with a .45 Cal Pistol. These three courses will equal the 2700. Competitors MAY NOT fire the whole match with a .22 Rimfire Pistol unless they are a Junior competitor.

**Smallbore 3x20 – 50 Meter/50 Yards**
Kneeling – 20 shots (30 mins)
Prone – 20 Shots (20 mins)
Standing – 20 Shots (40 mins)

**Smallbore 3x20 – 50 Feet**
Kneeling – 20 shots (30 mins)
Prone – 20 Shots (20 mins)
Standing – 20 Shots (40 mins)

**Smallbore Prone 3200 (Metallic and Any Sight) – 50 Yards, 50 Meters, 100 Yards**
50 Yard – 40 shots (50 Yard National Target)
50 Meter – 40 Shots (50 Meter National Target)
50Y/100Y Dewar – 20 Shots @ 50 Yards and 20 Shots @ 100 yards
100 Yard – 40 Shots (100 Yard National Target)
This match would be conducted over a two-day period. The first day would be for Metallic Sights and the second day for Any Sights. Match Directors may also opt to shoot a single day of Prone (1600). Scores from the competitors will be entered into the Metallic or Any sight categories.

**Air Rifle 3x20**
- Prone – 20 Shots
- Standing – 20 Shots
- Kneeling – 20 Shots

Matches must be fired in integer scoring. Individual athletes must be eligible junior competitors (as defined in Rule 3.1 of the NS3PAR Rulebook). Competitors will be eligible to receive EIC points based on the cumulative results of the Home Range Appreciation Series.

Due to the high number of EIC points, the CMP would like to be sure that each match is conducted in accordance to the rules. A special match report will be issued to match contacts. Three officials or match witnesses need to sign off verifying match conduct. In addition, each host location is required to have at least 2 different teams represented and 5 individual shooters for scores to be considered for EIC points. Each athlete must fire on the same relay as at least one other athlete.

**Air Rifle 60 Shot**
- Standing – 60 Shots

The NS3PAR Rulebook will govern, with the exception of adult competitors are eligible. This match will be scored in decimal sum and should therefore be scored electronically via electronic targets or Orion Scoring System.